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Developed in answer to emerging needs of PSAPs and their teams, Define elevates the 
mission critical workplace. We’ve incorporated wood alongside steel to deliver an ultra-
durable console with a lighter, brighter aesthetic and improved space efficiency. 

Four surface shapes, multiple sizes and non-handed 
storage options give you the freedom to choose the styles 
that best fit your team and to configure your consoles in 
just about any way you can imagine. 

• Variety of Shapes 
• Space Efficient
• Intuitive User Controls
• Superior Technology Integration
• Warm, Sophisticated Palette
• Ultra-Durable Materials

Linear

Linear Wrap

Define |  Consoles for Public Safety Teams

90   Corner

90  Corner Wrap



|  Space EfficiencyDefine
Define’s compact core footprint preserves the expansive primary workspace and 
unencumbered knee space that mission critical users have come to appreciate. The Base 
Frame, your primary power and data integration zone, runs along the back of the console, 
nesting slightly under the surface. 

The Base Frame holds power, 
data terminations, and rack-
mounted equipment.

Maximize vertical space by 
adding Fixed Slatwall sections 
to your console bridge - ideal 
for mounting  Slatwall Work 
Tools, additional monitors, and 
Situational Awareness Lights.

No wasted space! Bridge and Peninsula Storage 
between positions, Corner Storage and Dual-Sided 
units make smart use of compact footprints.

78” Corner - Total footprint for dual position layout with center storage is 6’8” x 16’2”.

Bridge and Peninsula Storage is available in a variety of door, 
drawer and open shelf configurations.

Shared 
Storage sits 
between 
positions and 
gives both 
users access 
to resources.

Corner Storage 
is an ideal 
landing spot 
for shared 
resources 
behind side-by-
side consoles.



Linear Wrap Console with Finish Scheme Monterey (B): Verdana Teak on Surface and Cabinet Faces, 
Cabinet Cases in Suede, Fabric is Woodland, and Powder Coat is Suede



Define
A single height-adjustable console surface combined with a height-adjustable 
monitor array means all users attain and maintain a healthy body position.

Conveniently located below the monitor array and within easy reach of the 
operator, your Dashboard includes surface and monitor height adjustment.

|  Ergonomics

Choose up 
to five (5) 
additional 
accessories and 
controls 

to boost 
comfort and 
productivity.

More Standard 
Comfort Features

|  Comfort & Control

• The Personal Comfort 
System includes two 
movable desktop fans 
and two under-surface 
heaters that tilt. All 
appliances are energy 
efficient and ultra-quiet.

• Gooseneck Task Light, 
with dimmer, provides 
movable, adjustable and 
focused light when and 
where users need it.

• Situational Awareness 
Light Supervisor Switch 
signals the need for critical 
assistance.

• Convenience Power 
ports at the dash are 
separated from critical 
console system power.

• Data Ports make hot 
swaps easy. 

Flush Pulls

Soft Form Grommets

Soft Close Doors

• Height Adjustable 
Surface  
- 22.6” seated to  
  48.7” standing 

• Slatwall Array 
Monitor 
Adjustment

- Fixed 
- 12” Height Adjust      
- 12” Height +  
   8” Focal Depth

• Waterfall comfort 
edge 

• Unencumbered 
knee space

Occasional

Repetitive

Reach Zones

Centrally located user 
controls reduce instances of 
twisting and over-reaching.

Single-touch monitor height and focal depth 
adjustment moves all monitors at the same time, 
maintaining an optimal peripheral viewing angle. 



96” Linear Console with Finish Scheme Monterey (B): Verdana Teak on Surface and Cabinet Faces, 
Cabinet Cases in Suede, Fabric is Woodland, and Powder Coat is Suede



Define |  Technology Integration

Located along the backside of 
the console and nested slightly 
under the surface, the compact 
solution provides space for 
power and data connections, 
technology, communications 
equipment, and associated 
cabling.

Base Frame

Optional Tech Pods (not shown) 
store additional large format 
equipment under the surface, 
away from the user’s leg space.

Specified as console 
extensions, Technology 
Storage houses technology 
within reach of the user. 
Choose a fixed shelf or pull-
out technology shelf to ease 
access to cabling. Technology 
Storage comes equipped with 
an ultra-quiet fan and vented 
panels to keep equipment 
cool.

Technology Storage  
Cabinets

All Define consoles - Corner, Linear and Wrap - share 
a suite of technology integration features that make 
installation, upgrades and regular maintenance easy. 

The extruded aluminum, curved array accommodates 
a variety of monitor sizes and configurations, including 
large format and curved screens. 

Slatwall Monitor Array

Easy-mount brackets make maintenance and 
upgrades a breeze. You can also mount small form-
factor PCs and Situational Awareness Lights. The Rear 
Shroud moves with the surface and houses monitor 
power and cabling.

Cable Chases, Troughs 
and Energy Chains keep 
power and data cords 
separated and protected 
from entanglement.

43”

24”
27”

24”

43”

24”

Base Frame Access from Back and Front 
(Panels Open/Removed)

Technology Cabinet and Metal Vent Detail

Front and rear panels 
provide dual access to 
equipment.



|  Warm Sophistication

Leveraging more than 60 years of manufacturing know-how, we have combined wood and metal 
to create a console that is sophisticated and functional with the durability you’ve come to expect 
from Russ Bassett.

Define
Enhance your agency’s workspace with enduring wood tones, and calming neutral fabrics and 
accents. Choose from one of these designer recommended finish schemes or create a palette of 
your own.

Surface 
Laminate

Cabinet 
Faces

Cabinet 
Cases

Powder 
Coat

Panel 
Fabric
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B

Surface 
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Panel 
Fabric



Our goal is that every Russ Bassett client has an excellent experience working with us from project inception
through successful project installation, and beyond as we provide ongoing service and support. We strive not 
only to meet your expectations but to exceed them. We do this by understanding your unique requirements 
and engaging in friendly collaboration, listening and sharing ideas each step of the way. We bring drive, 
integrity, attention to detail, and excellent service to your team during every project stage, working in concert 
with your entire team, equipment providers and any other project stakeholders to deliver a best-in-class 
solution, on-time and on-budget. We are team players!

Discover more at russbassett.com.

russbassett.com  |  info@russbassett.com  |  562.945.2445  |  proudly made in Whittier, CA, USA

|  The Russ Bassett Advantage
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